presenting two identical images in sequence, 93 mm apart, on a computer screen. Initially, only one image was visible, then that image disappeared and the other image appeared. Three test stimuli were used: one with phi movement of A and real movement of B, one with real movement of A and phi movement of B, and one with phi movement of both.`Real' movement means apparent motion produced by computer in the manner described in the previous paragraph. Figure 1 in Gordon et al (1990) shows that contact occurred between the objects in these stimuli. To investigate how the stroboscopic stimuli were perceived, Gordon et al used a magnitude-estimation procedure. In this, a standard launching-effect sequence with`real' movement was assigned a strength of 10 and a sequence in which the onset of the motion of B was delayed for 1 s was assigned a strength of 0. This latter sequence does not give rise to an impression of causality (Gordon et al 1990; Michotte 1963) . When motion of both A and B was stroboscopic, a mean rating of 12.8 was given, suggesting that the sequence gave rise to a causal impression at least as strong as that generated by the launching stimulus with`real' movement, possibly even stronger. When there was phi movement of just one object, ratings were significantly lower but still high enough to indicate the occurrence of a causal impression.
The illusory causal impression therefore occurs with each of the three types of apparent motion described. In fact, the launching effect is extraordinarily robust in that it occurs in perception of stimuli that are radically incomplete as representations of real interaction events. In the typical launching-effect stimuli used by Michotte (1963) and subsequent researchers, the objects are identifiable only as two-dimensional arrays of edges and anglesöorientation with respect to the observer is uncertain, and the surrounding area is blank, lacking any cues to the context or the nature of the objects and their interaction. In some of Michotte's (1963) experiments, and in a more systematic investigation by Yela (1952) , the launching effect was not appreciably diminished by the presence of a substantial gap between the two objects, which, of course, could never happen in real interactions between objects (except in such cases as magnetic repulsion). With a different kind of stimulus, observers reliably report a visual impression that one object is pulling one or more other objects, despite the lack of any visible connection between them (Michotte 1963; White and Milne 1997) .
In view of the fact that these causal impressions occur in the absence of conditions that might be thought necessary for the occurrence of a real causal relation, namely contact in the case of the launching effect and connection in the case of the pulling impression, it is natural to ask just how incomplete a stimulus can be and still give rise to a visual interaction impression. This question is important because it places constraints on explanatory hypotheses. At the very least, any proposed model would have to explain how radically incomplete stimuli can be perceived as specific kinds of interactions between objects. In the present research, I investigate the possibility that a causal impression can still occur when the causal object does not move at all.
The technique involved presenting a row of stationary objects and implying motion by means of rapid sequential colour change. The basic stimulus is depicted in figure 1 . Figure 1a shows the first frame of the stimulus. Eight rectangles are arranged in a row below and to the left of centre. To the right of these rectangles is a square: this corresponds to object B in a standard launching-effect stimulus. After a brief interval, the left-hand rectangle turns black; after another brief interval, the one next to it turns black; and each rectangle in turn does the same, the intervals being the same throughout. Figure 1b shows a frame from partway through this sequence. When the rectangle adjacent to the square turns black, the square immediately moves to the right at a constant speed of 13.5 cm s À1 . Figure 1c shows the first frame of the motion of the square. Figure 1d shows a later frame. The square eventually exits the right side of the frame. This is different from the stimuli used by Gordon et al (1990) . Rectangles do not appear and disappear, but merely change from white bounded by black lines to completely black. There are several rectangles, and the colour change occurs in sequence across the row. None of the rectangles moves and none is in contact with the square. One might expect that the square would be perceived as moving off of its own accord, on the grounds that none of the other rectangles moves or does anything other than change colour, and nothing contacts or is in contact with the square.
On the other hand, the sequential colour change evokes a strong impression of left-to-right motion. Moreover, there is exact temporal contiguity between the last rectangle turning black and the square starting to move. Pilot work and observations suggest that the stimulus yields a strong causal impression: an impression that the square is pushed or kicked into motion. The aim of the experiment was to investigate the reliability of this impression and the extent to which it depends on the number of rectangles visible and the delay between successive objects changing colour.
Method

Participants
The participants were thirty-eight first-year undergraduate students of subjects other than psychology, participating in return for cash payment.
Apparatus and stimulus materials
Stimuli consisted of frame sequences generated by a Power Macintosh 6100/60 computer and displayed on a Macintosh 16 inch colour monitor. The frames were presented in phase with the vertical blank signal of the computer, and appeared at the refresh rate of 74 Hz. Each frame was 500 pixels (18.5 cm) wide by 300 pixels (11.1 cm) high. The boundaries of the frame appeared on the screen as thin black lines. These disappeared between stimulus presentations, leaving the screen uniform white. To achieve the necessary presentation rate, frames employed monochrome graphics. All sequences consisted of 200 frames, lasting 2.7 s. The background of each frame was uniform white throughout the experiment. The basic stimulus is depicted in figure 1 . This figure presents actual frames from the stimulus, though reduced in scale in the process of printing and photocopying, and with arrows added to indicate the occurrence and direction of motion.
Two variables were manipulated. Two, four, six, or eight rectangles (other than object B) were visible. Figure 1 shows the eight-rectangle condition. Delay between successive rectangles turning black was either 54 ms (4 frames), 108 ms (8 frames), 162 ms (12 frames), or 216 ms (16 frames). These delay conditions were called short, fairly short, fairly long, and long, respectively.
Procedure
The experiment was run by an experimenter who was blind to the aims and hypotheses of the experiment. Participants were tested individually in a small windowless laboratory, empty except for the equipment used for the experiment, with fluorescent lighting giving a low ambient-light level. Participants were seated so that their faces were approximately 75 cm from the screen and were permitted to adjust this distance slightly for personal comfort.
The experimenter introduced the experiment by telling the participants that they were going to see some stimuli that created a kind of visual illusion. Although nothing actually moved, it might look as though something was moving across the screen from left to right. The experimenter then presented a stimulus similar to figure 1, except that the square was absent. The experimenter asked the participant if he/she had the impression of movement across the screen from left to right. At this stage the experimenter had been primed with a procedure to use if the participant said``no'' or expressed uncertainty, but in fact all participants immediately reported that they did have the impression of movement.
The experimenter then told the participants that they were going to see movies that showed stimuli roughly similar to the one they had just seen. In these stimuli, however, they would see an object actually move off the end of the line. The experimenter then presented a stimulus similar to that shown in figure 1, with a delay immediate between the fast and fairly fast delays used in the experimental stimuli. While the stimulus was being presented, the experimenter called the object that moved object B. She then told the participant that, although nothing actually contacted object B, the participant might have the impression that the illusory movement somehow bumped or pushed B, thus making it move. This suggestion was made overtly because of a concern that participants might be reluctant to report a causal impression when no moving object contacted B, as a result of evaluation apprehension or similar concerns. The experimenter was again primed with a procedure to use if the participant said he/she had no causal impression or expressed any kind of uncertainty, but in fact all participants reported the causal impression with no uncertainty.
The experimenter then said that, for each of the movies that followed, the participants' task was to report how strong an impression of bumping or pushing they had. They were given a written response sheet with a series of trial numbers, and by each trial number was the question:``How strong a causal impression did you have that time?''. The participants were instructed to write a number from 0 to 100 by the question, where 100 meant that they had a very strong impression of bumping or pushing and 0 meant that they had no such impression. The stronger the impression they had, the higher the number they should put.
When the participants indicated that they were ready the experimental trials began. Trials were presented with the use of an automated procedure controlled by the participant. Before the first trial, a sign appeared on the screen saying`s equence 1''. Under this was a button tagged with the label``show''. Participants were instructed that, when they were ready to see the first trial, they should use the mouse to click on the``show'' button, and the stimulus would be shown immediately. When the``show'' button was clicked, the computer ran the trial. After a short pause a sign came up saying``sequence 2'' with the``show'' button beneath it. When participants had filled out the rating for the first trial and were ready to continue, they clicked on the``show'' button and the next trial was presented. In this way, participants progressed through the experimental trials at their own pace. The experimenter watched from a distance and did not intervene. The order of trials was randomised by the computer independently for each participant, and the order of trials used for a given participant was retrieved from the computer by the experimenter after the run was complete. At the end of the run participants were thanked, paid, and debriefed.
Results
Ratings were analysed with a 2 (number of rectangles, two versus four versus six versus eight)62 (delay, short versus fairly short versus fairly long versus long) analysis of variance with repeated measures on both factors. A significant main effect of delay was found (F 3 111 56X27, p 5 0X001). A posteriori comparisons revealed the order short (75.43) 4 fairly short (64.92) 4 fairly long (51.18) 4 long (46.84) (all differences p 5 0X05). The main effect of number of objects was not statistically significant (F 3 111 1X34). There was, however, a significant interaction between the two factors (F 9 333 5X93, p 5 0X001) which is depicted in figure 2.
The figure shows that the main effect of length of delay dominates the results. However, the slope of the curves is greatest with eight objects and least with two, suggesting that increasing the number of objects increasingly differentiates the perceptual impression.
One aim of this experiment was to investigate the reliability of the causal impression. Figure 3 presents the frequency distribution for 10-point ranges of the rating scale of causal impression for the stimulus with the highest mean rating (short delay with eight objects). The figure clearly shows a high degree of consensus, with all but three participants rating the causal impression of the stimulus 70 or higher, and none lower than 50. 
Discussion
In this experiment, strong causal impressions were reported under conditions that might be thought unlikely to give rise to such impressions. A series of rectangles underwent a sequential colour change from white to black. No rectangle moved, the sequence of changes was slow enough to be tracked comfortably by eye, and between the rectangles there were visible gaps that underwent no change. Object B moved off to the right when the last rectangle turned black; again, these two objects were never in contact. All participants reported a strong impression of left-to-right motion and, particularly in conditions where the delay between successive colour changes was 54 ms, a strong impression that the illusory movement somehow bumped or pushed the square, thus making it move.
The procedure conveys some idea of my state of mind before the experiment was run. I was uncertain whether participants would have any impression of left-to-right movement or that they would understand what the experimenter meant when she referred to it. I was doubly uncertain whether they would report any causal impression or that they would understand what the experimenter meant when she referred to that. One reason for this doubt was that a fair proportion of na|« ve observers fail to report the launching effect with standard launching stimuli, such as those used by Michotte (1963) (Boyle 1960; Gemelli and Cappellini 1958; White 1988 ). It did not seem likely, therefore, that a degraded version of a launching-effect stimulus would yield consistent reports of a causal impression. In fact, these doubts were groundless and all participants immediately confirmed both the impression of left-to-right motion and the causal impression. Figure 3 indicates that the causal impression is particularly reliable with these stimuli.
Against this, it could be argued that the procedure primed participants to perceive an interaction because the experimenter made explicit mention of this possibility before the experimental trials began. The possibility that ratings may have been inflated by such priming cannot be entirely ruled out, but I would argue that its effects are no more than minimal. Past studies have similarly primed participants by using a particular form of wording in a rating scale: an example is the measure of pulling employed by White and Milne (1997) . However, for some stimuli in that research, uniformly low ratings of pulling were obtained öin one case as low as 11.30 on a 101-point scale. This supports the claim that if participants do not experience the interaction impression they do not give high ratings on the scale, irrespective of any priming effect the instructions or scale wordings might have. In addition, priming effects would apply uniformly to all stimuli and therefore do not explain the significant effects of the experimental manipulations obtained here.
With standard launching-effect stimuli, the causal impression is strongest when the speed of object B is the same as or slightly less than that of A before contact (Michotte 1963; Natsoulas 1961) . If B moves faster than A, the launching effect disappears and observers instead have the impression that the movement of B was`triggered' by A (Michotte 1963) . This term (``de¨clenchement'' in the originalöMichotte 1946) refers to an impression that A has touched off the movement of B, which then appears to move of its own accord. It is, as the description implies, qualitatively different from launching.
In the present stimuli, the square moved at a speed of 13.5 cm s À1 . The sequential changes of the rectangles from white to black in the short-delay condition happened at a rate that was equivalent to a speed of 7.82 cm s À1 . In the long-delay condition, the rate was equivalent to a speed of 1.95 cm s À1 . These speeds are much slower than that of the square, and Michotte's findings would suggest that the launching effect should not occur under these conditions. Yet in the short-delay condition with eight rectangles, the reported causal impression was very strong, as figure 3 shows. Moderate ratings were obtained even in the long-delay conditions.
One possible explanation for this result is that the causal impression that occurs in perception of these stimuli is not the same as the launching effect. Without employing Michotte's methods of experimental phenomenology it is impossible to be certain. The high ratings consistently given to some of the stimuli in experiment 1 imply that descriptions in terms of bumping and pushing are considered suitable to the phenomenal impression, which suggests at least a close affinity to the launching effect and rules out triggering, as described by Michotte (1963) . The possibility of a triggering impression at long delay cannot be ruled out, but the primary concern here is to account for the stimuli that gave rise to the highest ratings.
In my experience, the causal impression generated by the present experimental stimuli has an almost explosive quality, as if the square is a projectile launched by a cannon or by a grenade exploding nearby, although not quite as explosive as that. Of course, I cannot vouch for the participants in the study in this respect. The impression generated by the launching-effect stimulus lacks that explosive quality and is, in my experience, harder to pin down to any definite character (see also Schlottmann 2000) . Although the actual speed implied by the rate at which the rectangles turn black is comparatively slow, it does not look slow. It is therefore possible that the impression is strong because the difference in speed between the two phases of the stimulus is not perceived. Moreover, although the whole of the last rectangle turns black in 1 frame, as near instantaneously as the technology can manage, one almost has the feeling of an extremely rapid left-to-right transition of colour across the rectangle, as if it were a window through which the passage of a very rapidly moving object was discerned. This impression of very rapid motion could account for the explosive quality of the causal impression. Milne (1997, 1999) have advocated a template-matching model of visualinteraction impressions (see also Dittrich and Lea 1994) . In essence, observers acquire from visual experience a collection of stored representations of interaction events. These templates are somewhat abstracted and do not preserve full information about every experience that contributed to them, but could still be large in number. The features of a stimulus tend to activate the template that most closely matches the stimulus, and this template then functions as an interpretation of the stimulus. This is a fast and automatic process. In its interpretational function, the template specifies certain features of the event that are not present in the stimulus. The interaction impression is one of these.
One attraction of the template-matching hypothesis is that it readily accommodates findings that visual interaction impressions occur with radically incomplete stimuli. This is most easily illustrated by the pulling impression (White and Milne 1997) . In a typical stimulus for pulling, five rectangles are arranged in a column. The top rectangle starts moving from right to left at constant speed. After a short interval the second rectangle does the same, then the third, and so on. Observers reliably report an impression that the top rectangle pulls the others (White and Milne 1997) . Under the template-matching account, the stimulus matches the features of a template of pulling events better than the features of any other kind of template. The application of the template in the perceptual interpretation of the stimulus yields the perceptual impression of pulling. The fact that no connection between the objects is visible does not prevent the stimulus from being interpreted as a pulling relation, so long as the visible features match the pulling template better than any other template. If this is the case, then the presence of an unseen connection is part of the perceptual interpretation of the stimulus, supplied, like the pulling impression, by the template.
To apply this explanatory account to the present results it is therefore necessary to identify a real-world circumstance that would give rise to a template against which the stimulus could be matched. The kind of real-world circumstance that appears most similar to our stimuli is the motion of an object perceived through a series of apertures, for example a fence made of separated palings or a window with several vertical bars close together. Motion of an object viewed through such a fence or window is normally perceived as continuous despite the repeated visual obstructions. I therefore propose that the sequential colour change of the rectangles matches the template for a single object moving behind a stationary object, such as a fence, that presents a series of apertures through which the moving object is viewed, and does not match any other template as well as that. The launching effect then occurs because the sequence is perceptually interpreted as a moving object striking a stationary object and setting it in motion. The explosive quality of the impression results from the lack of delay between the last rectangle changing colour and object B starting to move. This is consistent with an event in which the moving object abruptly accelerates at the end of its trajectory, thereby delivering a more powerful blow to object B.
One theoretical alternative to template matching is the kinematic specification of dynamics (KSD) (Runeson 1983; Runeson and Frykholm 1981; Runeson et al 2000; Runeson and Vedeler 1993) . According to KSD, observers pick up the dynamics of an event when the dynamics are unambiguously specified by the kinematic information. This is the case in two-object collisions such as the typical launching-effect stimulus. Runeson (1983) showed that the velocities of two objects after collision are uniquely determined under the laws of mechanics by their velocities before collision, their masses, and the coefficient of restitution, and that, by rearrangement, the (relative) masses of the objects are specified by their velocities before and after collision and by the coefficient of restitution. Studies have shown that observers can make very accurate estimates of dynamical properties, such as relative mass, from kinematic information alone (Runeson and Frykholm 1981; Runeson et al 2001; Runeson and Vedeler 1993; Todd and Warren 1982) .
It is doubtful whether KSD can account for the present results, however. There are two reasons for this. One is that dynamic properties can only be specified when there is a collision and motion of both objects is perceived. In the present case there is no collision and the causal object does not move, so the available kinematic information is insufficient to construct the dynamical properties of the objects.
The second reason for doubting the capacity of KSD to explain these results is that inferences of mass ratios and visual interaction impressions are different things.
The launching effect is not an impression of the relative masses of the objects, but an impression that a specific kind of interaction occurs between them. The qualitatively distinct nature of this impression is revealed most readily by comparison: it is unequivocally qualitatively different from pushing (White and Milne 1997) , enforced disintegration (White and Milne 1999) , and entraining (Michotte 1963) , for example. Even if it is hard to pin down the qualitative characteristics of the launching impression, it is clear that they are distinct from those of these other interaction impressions. Runeson (1983) dismissed the launching effect on grounds of vagueness, by comparison with the multiple factors that determine outcomes of collision events in the laws of mechanics. But it is not vague by comparison with other kinds of interaction impressions: it is just not the same as inferred dynamical properties.
Some studies have shown that, with stimuli in which objects move without colliding, observers tend to interpret the motion of the objects as animate. One object may be seen, for example, as fleeing from another (Blythe et al 1999; Heider and Simmel 1944; Michotte 1963; Tremoulet and Feldman 2000) . In the present stimuli there is no contact between the objects, so could the motion of object B be perceived as animate motion? The instructions for the causal rating scale explicitly referred to an impression of object A bumping or pushing object B, and the high ratings given on this measure for many of the stimuli show that this description captures the visual impressions of many of the participants. In other words, even though there is no collision, they still perceive the motion of B to be caused by A bumping it. This is not an impression of animate motion. Lack of contact may be necessary for an impression of animate motion, but as the present findings and the pulling impression (White and Milne 1997) both demonstrate, it is not sufficient for it.
There are other possible accounts of visual impressions of interactions between objects, including Michotte's (1963) Gestalt account and the hypothesis that visual impressions of causality are the work of innate visual mechanisms that are activated by particular stimulus configurations (Leslie and Keeble 1987; Scholl and Tremoulet 2000) . These may also be able to account for the findings. The Gestalt account, in particular, may be able to explain the impression of motion from left to right. The rapid sequential colour change fits the principle of good continuation of motion, provided one accepts that the gaps between the rectangles do not disrupt good continuation. Good continuation was a central feature of Michotte's (1963) theoretical account of the launching effect, so the possible role of that principle in determining the impression of motion in perception of the present stimuli appears to be compatible with Michotte's account.
However the present findings should be interpreted, they are a novel and striking example of the way in which visual impressions of causality can occur in perception of stimuli that are radically incomplete or inadequate as representations of real interactions between objects. The very occurrence of the launching effect in perception of nothing more than geometrical shapes and kinematic patterns is remarkable enough. The occurrence of the effect in stimuli in which the causal object neither moves nor contacts the other object is an impressive testament to the robustness of the phenomenon.
